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MINUTES – Special Board Meeting 

10:00am, 1 December 2019 
Meeting Room, Melbourne Sports & Aquatic Centre 

ALBERT PARK 

Attendees: Paul Freckleton Elizabeth Tupper Dr Peter Hertan 

 Lyndall Hutchins Christie Jenkins Ian Jenkins 

 Elizabeth (Liz) Pollock Cori Wilder Todd Broadbent (BVA) 

 Chris Gordon (MV) Catherine Gordon (MV) Matt Van Rensburg (MBVA) 

 Nicola McCaskill (NV) Tom Saario (SGV) Peter Hassall (VB) 

 Geoff Rietschel (GenMgr)   

Apologies: Brendan Fleiter Vanessa Phillips (BVA) Jacob Gruis (LVVI) 

 Martin Angliss (MVA) Jonny Koureskas (NV) Dave Berry (VH) 

 Stephen Young (WVA)   

1. Conflict of Interest 
PF – general Committee Member Sunraysia Volleyball Inc 

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting 

a. NA 

3. General Business 

a. Volleyball Victoria 2018-20 Strategic Plan (Update) 
PF invited introductions.  PF spoke to the Board conflict of interest process. 
GR spoke to the current Strategic Plan and the ‘Key Measures Summary_2019’ document. 

PARTICIPATION ChG (MV) queried how we support Affiliates and GR spoke to Member 
Services and Development Coordinator responsibilities.  PF spoke to Volleyball Australia’s 
Light Volley initiative, and prompted by Dr PH, gave a description of the game and the 
objective of project. 

PATHWAYS PF advised Volleyball Australia’s new high performance direction, ie Australian 
Volleyball Academy, and the decentralised model.  MVR (MBVA) noted the high participation 
at major events and queried whether that detracts from medal counts.  GR spoke to the 
complex development environment of multiple stakeholders and Board Policy to maximise 
opportunities for Victorian athletes at Australian Championships.  MVR added that the 
Australian Volleyball Academy is an opportunity to restructure.  CaG (MV) queried coach 
development; GR commented on the Development Coordinator and Pathways Coordinator 
being tasked to develop a calendar of opportunities.  PH (VB) strongly advocated for a 
calendar of education and training opportunities.  LH further explained the review following 
results at Australia Championships in 2016 and the recognised need for development. 
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NMcC (NV) queried the feedback from coaches.  LH further supported the post-
Championship debrief process.  PATHWAYS generated considerable discussion and 
reflection from all Affiliates, especially the opportunity presented by AVA. 

PROFILE GR spoke to performance against the measures.  No questions received. 

SUSTAINABILITY GR spoke to the Board decision to support introduction of the Australian 
Volleyball League Teams to the Office and accept the impact on the budget.  PF spoke in 
further detail regarding the desire to secure and maintain organisational stability.  ChG (MV) 
queried how Volleyball Victoria sought to attract non-affiliates; GR spoke to the engagement 
of providers and their ability to ultimately exercise discretion regarding affiliation, including 
specific examples of providing support for new competitions that ultimately choose not to 
affiliate.  PF spoke to the Facilities Liaison role and the importance to Affiliates.  CaG and 
ChG (MV) both spoke to the ‘confusion’ in the market due to the range of programs, eg 
Spikezone, Volley Bounce, Volley Stars, etc; GR reported that the Development Coordinator 
has a focus on Sporting Schools and Spikezone as endorsed programs.  CG followed up on 
Sporting Schools and GR spoke to follow up surveys, etc of private providers.  CW spoke of 
the strategy to ensure Spikezone is recognised and is promoted as the endorsed program 
and providers are ‘official’ providers.  TS (SG) spoke of their strategy to be identified by the 
schools.  PF advised the presence of statistics Volleyball Australia published regarding 
Sporting Schools and CG asked if we could share. 
Action: GR to share statistics – potentially publish online. 

ET invited Dr PH to give a greater explanation of the State Facilities Strategy, and he spoke 
of the environment and objectives of the Facilities Liaison role.  PH (VB) spoke of the 
support from Ballarat Basketball in the development of a new venue, contrary to the common 
experience for volleyball.  ET spoke of the impact on budget and the use of reserves to 
support the role. 

i. Affiliate Strategic Plans and key issues 
SG Regular process that currently aligns with Volleyball Victoria plan 
NV Pass 
BVA Junior development, including investment; schools (starting with Primary and 
build) and Thursday night competition.  Minis-Volleyball which uses Spikezone brand.  
LH recognise opportunity for Office to provide support to schools by educating 
teachers.  TB (BVA) suggested Peak Phys Ed Conference at MCG. 
VB Pass 
MV Existing Strategic Plan which was impacted by opportunity for new Stadium.  
Aspiration is to provide Spikezone to State League and acknowledges pathways to 
other providers.  Gaps in teenage demographic and State League.  Merger with 
Southern Cross Cobras to enhance State League offering.  Need for materials to 
help promote the programs, eg education materials.  Seeking resource support from 
the sport! 
MBVA (Physical) ‘Home’ for beach volleyball.  Attract a two or three-star event to 
Victoria.  Growth of venues, eg Frankston, Moorabbin, Altona.  Focus on juniors and 
introduce junior indoor beach series in winter, and Victorian Junior Championship.  
Social responsibility - Keep Vic Beach Clean.  Introduced capital budget (new nets, 
poles, marquees).  Closer engagement with Volleyball Victoria, including Affiliation. 
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Action: Liaise with MVR regarding State Open as three-star event.  Indoor winter 
beach series. 
LVVI GR spoke briefly to school and resources 

b. Volleyball Victoria Rules of Association – Discussion Paper (Update) 
PF gave context and deferred to ET who spoke to the introduction of the revised Model 
Rules in 2012 and the likely non-compliance of the current Volleyball Victoria Rules of 
Association.  The circulated Paper was taken as read and ET spoke to specific clauses 
which Volleyball Victoria can exercise discretion.  Otherwise changes need to be explained 
to Consumer Affairs Victoria.  Commencing consultation as an iterative process. 

ET spoke to the key changes as captured in Appendix One. 
Election of President – MVR (MBVA) supportive of proposition to have Board elect 
Executive, discussing familiarity of membership with Board role and the need for President 
to have support of the Board.  PH (BV) prefers to see membership elect President and that 
they have familiarity with nominees.  IJ comment on individual views, not considered view of 
the Association.  CG (MV) members should know who is representing them.  MVR (MBVA) 
raised the importance of succession planning and the important elements of the role (ie 
statesmanship), also commenting on value of three-year terms. 

Term of Office – MVR (MBVA) raised the need to ensure that roles can be filled, and secure 
individuals to fill positions.  LP noted that setting time limits impels the Board to develop 
succession planning.  Clarification that the Term of Office refers to consecutive years of 
service, not total years of service. 

Voting – General discussion regarding the rights of members to vote and the reading of the 
Rules of Association that have excluded State League Clubs, though by definition they are 
the same legal entity as Affiliate Associations with whom the right to vote sits.  The Board is 
canvassing thoughts from Affiliates on extending to State League Clubs the right to vote.  
Possible models could include proportionate by membership or by geography. 

 


